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Dear Colleagues, 
 
 
The political crisis in Central African Republic has triggered a dramatic deterioration in the humanitarian 
situation in the country. This is a call to the ACT Alliance members to respond to this humanitarian 
disaster. The entire CAR`s 4.6 million people are affected and tens of thousands of people need 
emergency shelter, healthcare and food aid. The breakdown of law and order has led to widespread 
violation of human rights including targeted killings, rapes, torture, arbitrary arrests and the recruitment 
of child soldiers. Since December, more than 173,000 people have been internally displaced and 49,000 
people have sought asylum in neighboring countries, especially Democratic Republic of Congo and Chad. 
 
ACT Alliance members The Lutheran World Federation (LWF), Finn Church Aid (FCA), in partnership with 
the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America (ELCA), the Evangelical Lutheran Church in CAR, and with 
support from other ACT Alliance members are planning a response from Bangui and Bour to support and 
accompany church structures inside CAR to respond to this acute humanitarian situation. 
 
The activities planned in this appeal include:  relief supplies, food/seeds, nutrition aid, education, 
protection, psychosocial support, peace building and provision of critical water, sanitation and hygiene 
services to save lives of populations in displaced camps or in host communities inside CAR.  
 
In this preliminary appeal, the response is estimated to cost $3,231,596.  A full appeal will be issued 
after detailed assessment of the situation, in two-three weeks time. 
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NAMES OF ACT FORUM AND REQUESTING MEMBERS: 

ACT FORUM CAR 

ACT REQUESTING MEMBERS LWF-DWS AND  FCA  

 

THE CRISIS: Conflict and displacement 
 
PROPOSED EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
 

 by ACT members within the Preliminary Appeal 
 

KEY PARAMETERS: LWF FCA 

Project Start/Completion  01 July 2013 - 30 June 2014 01 July 2013 - 30 June 2014 

Geographic areas of 
response 

Along : Garoua Boulai -Bouar-Bangui.  And  
Along:  Kabo-Batangafo-Markounda-Paoua-Ndim. 

Sectors of response & 
projected target population 
per sector 

Protection, Psychosocial support, Education in emergency, WASH, IGA, 
Food security, Emergency preparedness. 

 
TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY APPEAL REQUIREMENTS BY ACT MEMBER AND SECTOR: 
 

Preliminary Appeal 
Requirements 

FCA LWF Total Requirements 

Total requirements US$ 1,567,300 1,664,296 3,231,596 

Less:  pledges/contributions US$ 0 0 0 

Balance of requirements US$ 1,567,300 1,664,296 3,231,596 

 
TABLE 2: REPORTING SCHEDULE 

Type of Report LWF and FCA 

Situation reports Monthly 

Interim narrative and financial report 31st January 2014 

Final narrative and financial report 31st  August 2014 

Audit report and management letter 30th September 2014 

 
Please kindly send your contributions to either of the following ACT bank accounts:  
 
US dollar      Euro 
Account Number - 240-432629.60A   Euro Bank Account Number - 240-432629.50Z 
IBAN No: CH46 0024 0240 4326 2960A    IBAN No: CH84 0024 0240 4326 2950Z 
 

Account Name: ACT Alliance 
UBS AG 

8, rue du Rhône 
P.O. Box 2600 

1211 Geneva 4, SWITZERLAND 
Swift address: UBSWCHZH80A 
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Please also inform the Director of Finance Jean-Daniel Birmele (jbi@actalliance.org) and the Senior 
Programme Officer, Katherine Ireri (kir@actalliance.org) of all pledges/contributions and transfers, 
including funds sent direct to the implementers. 
 
We would appreciate being informed of any intent to submit applications for EU, USAID and/or other 
back donor funding and the subsequent results. We thank you in advance for your kind cooperation. 
 
For further information please contact: 

ACT Senior Programme Officer, Katherine Ireri (phone +41 22 791 6040 or mobile phone +41 79 433 0592) 
or 
ACT General Secretary, John Nduna (phone +41 22 791 60632) 
 

ACT Web Site address: http://www.actalliance.org 

 

 

 

 
 
Jean-Daniel Birmele 
Director of Finance 
ACT Alliance Secretariat 

mailto:kir@actalliance.org
http://www.actalliance.org/
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I. NARRATIVE SUMMARY  
BACKGROUND AND DETAILS OF THE EMERGENCY 
 
The Central African Republic (CAR) is surrounded by (three turbulent countries) Chad, Sudan and DRC; 
their conflicts have repeatedly been played out in CAR, and have thus influenced its politics and security. 
Within CAR fighting between different rebel factions and the government has lead to massive insecurity 
in the country, exacerbated by extensive banditry on many of the roads.  
 
“Since the country’s independence in 1960, CAR has registered five coups d’état: 1966 –Jean-Bedel 
Bokassa , who headed a brutal regime, 1979- David Dacko, 1981 – André Kolingba, 2003 –François 
Bozizé and 2013 – Michel Djotodia. 

After only two years in office, Dacko was ousted by a military coup in which Andre Kolingba, the army 
commander suspended the constitution and imposed military rule. In 1991 political parties were 
allowed to form and the first elections were held in 1993, in which Ange-Felix Patasse became the first 
democratically-elected President of the country. In 1999 Mr Patasse beat nine other candidates to 
become president again, but there were allegations of electoral fraud. He was overthrown in a coup in 
2003 and went into exile in Togo.  
 
The 2003 coup was successfully mounted by Bozize, Parliament was dissolved and military rule invoked 
until elections could be held.  In May 2005 elections, which were declared free and fair by international 
observers, were held and Bozize was duly elected President in the second round. 
 
A Rebel coalition Séléka denounced previous peace agreements of 2007 and 2011 and took arms on 10 
December 2012. The coalition took control of two thirds of the country in short period of time, leading 
to ECCAS (Economic Community of Central African States) to call for peace negotiation between the 
coalition and the government. On 11 January 2013 a peace accord was signed between the parties and 
sharing of power was agreed between the rebel groups, opposition political parties, and president 
Bozize’s party.  

The Séléka coalition broke the peace agreement shortly afterwards and proceeded to the capital Bangui 
taking de facto control of the country deposing Bozize and replacing him with the coalition leader, 
President Djotodia. Since then the security situation remains volatile. At least 25 people were killed on 
24 May in attacks by suspected members of the Séléka rebel coalition in several villages near Bossangoa, 
the capital of Ouham prefecture. Local reports indicate that the incidents occurred as suspected rebels 
arrived in the village of Poulissi in three vehicles and indiscriminately started firing, prompting several 
villagers to flee the area. 

Relations between rebels and local populations are especially difficult in the south due to ethno-regional 
and religious tensions. People in the South are mostly Christian and were generally supportive of Bozizé, 
while most Séléka rebels are Muslims from the North. 

Although recent extensive looting has ceased in the capital, the latest round of violence highlights 
ongoing lawlessness in Bangui and its environs despite the deployment of additional security personnel, 
patrolling, and repeated calls from Séléka leaders for gunmen to be registered and remain in barracks. 
The situation is reflective of the difficulties faced by the new government in reining in its own 
supporters, among them members of several rebel groups.  

In accordance with demands made by the regional Economic Community of Central African States 
(CEAAC), self-proclaimed president Michel Djotodia earlier agreed to reduce the political transition 
period and create a National Transitional Council (CNT). The CNT on 13 April duly elected Djotodia, who 

http://goo.gl/maps/Di5ZM
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has promised to hold elections within the next three years, as interim president for a period of 18 
months. 

However, political uncertainty can be expected to persist in the short-to-medium term. Some 
components of the Séléka alliance are liable to denounce Djotodia's ascendancy over the transition 
process in the short term, which may result in armed clashes or attempts to overthrow him.  

This continued violence has lead to a general breakdown of law and order, and thousands of persons 
displaced internally or fleeing into neighbouring countries. Gross violations of human rights have been 
observed and the local population lives in a climate of fear and repression. Displacement has also lead 
to fields not being cultivated and OCHA last week declared that a serious famine situation was 
developing. Basic social services as schooling and medical care are almost nonexistent and people are 
having serious trouble in making ends meet. Many experienced gender based violence and rape and 
children have been recruited as child soldiers by militias 
 
The rebellion has had significant impacts on the humanitarian situation in CAR. Public services have 
come to a complete paralysis and the state is currently quasi totally absent in the provinces of the 
country. Socio-economic infrastructure of the population mostly relying on agriculture has been 
severely damaged, through looting of means of production and livestock. Poor security has also 
impeded access to fields resulting in poor prospects for the next harvest. Public service infrastructure 
has been severely damaged by looting, including health centers and schools. Humanitarian organizations 
(UN, INGOs) capacity has been equally affected due to large scale pillaging by the rebel forces. Séléka 
presence has deteriorated the security situation including serious human rights violations against the 
population. The security situation however has been showing a tendency of improvement.  
 
Establishing presence through the redeployment of humanitarian organizations in the country is 
considered first priority. Protection, health, non-food items and shelter sectors are considered priority 
as well as food distributions, launching agricultural activities in order to avoid a large scale food security 
crisis and assisting the returns of internally displaced population. The main challenges are related to 
identification and access to population in need. Further evaluations need to be carried out to establish 
the full picture of the humanitarian situation. Even though the security situation is showing a tendency 
to improve, the poor road infrastructure impedes access to many parts of the country, especially during 
the rainy season.  
 
ACTIONS TO DATE, AND EMERGENCY NEEDS 
 
To date both FCA and LWF have dispatched emergency assessment teams to the CAR with the objective 
to assess the needs and start the process of establishing both organisations as a registered international 
NGO’s in the Central African Republic.  
 
Finn Church Aid has been funding partners in CAR since 2011 and established field presence in the 
beginning of 2012. In the beginning of June 2013 FCA sent an emergency assessment team to conduct a 
feasibility study in Central African Republic that established the humanitarian situation in the country 
and the possibility of reinforcing field presence. Based on this report, FCA is in the process of increasing 
its presence and resources in the country and focusing in education sector. FCA has also established 
contacts already with international NGOs, UN organizations and civil society actors. 
 
To date a LWF emergency assessment team has been dispatched to the CAR with the objective to assess 
the needs and start the process of registration. This preliminary appeal expresses the situation and the 
needs established on the ground.  
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The LWF team has met with leaders of the Lutheran Church to inform the Church of their presence and 
intent. Meetings have been held with the Minister of Human Rights, the Minister of Plan, the President 
of the Transition council and advisor to the President, and the Minister of Social affairs in order to 
prepare the request for registration as an International NGO in the CAR. Meetings have been held with 
UNHCR and UNICEF in particular as leaders of the cluster groups that are of interest. Meeting other 
NGO’s will follow in order to secure good coordination. LWF has, in the mean time, been officially 
registered as International NGO, has established an office and will further develop coordination with 
other humanitarian actors and fine tune the intended activities. 
 
The country is still in a very fragile state and large parts of the countryside cannot be reached yet. Most 
activities are therefore concentrating in the area around Bangui. The team feels they can explore more 
isolated areas since LWF has very good local contacts.  LWF intends to use local partners on the ground 
and work together with them. The needs are overwhelming even though the baseline data cannot be 
collected yet. Reports received indicate that social infrastructures have been looted at a large scale and 
as a consequence schools and clinics are not operational at this stage. Establishing rule of law and 
protection for civilians is apriority, and it is expected that many civilians have had severe traumatic 
experiences. Because of the enormous internal displacement caused by the conflict there is now a fear 
of widespread famine since the agricultural season might be missed. These needs have been confirmed 
by the Minister of Plan as areas of priority  for the government too.  
 
PROPOSED EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
 
OVERALL GOAL:  
To assist the war affected population of the CAR (host residents and IDP’s) in securing their basic human 
rights, living life in peace with dignity and without fear, with livelihoods and basic social services 
secured. 
 
OBJECTIVE(S) OF THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE:  

 To rehabilitate and re-establish access to safe quality primary education 

 To rehabilitate and re-establish access to basic health services, and clean water 

 To ensure protection of vulnerable population and support especially women and children, with 
traumatic experiences and violence. 

 To increase community capacity in emergency preparedness 

 To address food insecurity for vulnerable groups 

 To promote income generating activities through micro-credit 

 To promote peace and security through inter-religious dialogue  
 
PROPOSED ASSISTANCE:  

 To re-establish access to safe and quality primary education  (FCA in partnership with UNICEF) 
 
The goal is to support the re-establishment of the primary educational system in targeted villages. This 
will be done in close collaboration with the ministry of education, local government officials and local 
communities to ensure the ownership and long term benefits of the program and to respect children’s 
rights to basic education. FCA will look into organizing recovery classes in CAR depending on the cluster 
and government recommendations on strategy to adopt. The school year 2012-13 will most likely to be 
declared void as schools have not been functioning during most of the academic year in the country 
 
The quality of teaching is supported through training for teachers and the re-equipment of schools. 
Schools in CAR are often employing parent-teachers due to lack of qualified teachers. The programme 
aims to improve the competencies of these teachers by providing additional basic training.  
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Psychosocial support is mainstreamed to improve the wellbeing of the communities; the project aims to 
create safe and inclusive learning environments taking into account the needs of non-schooled children. 
Community participation will be ensured through involving the various target groups (teachers, care 
givers, parent teachers, children) in identifying safe learning spaces and supportive communal practices 
to ensure safe and equal access to quality education. 
 
Involvement of local communities is a key approach to the project, where community inputs are taken 
into all stages of the project cycle guided by the “do no harm” approach. The project will be integrated 
to other services, such as health, provided by other actors to reinforce existing mechanisms and avoid 
creating duplicative or undermining structures.   
 
The assistance includes the rehabilitation of learning spaces, with an alternate for the construction of 
transitional learning spaces where rehabilitation is not feasible. Rehabilitation of learning spaces will 
also be combined with water- sanitation facilities and hygiene promotion activities to ensure the safety 
of learning environments. Possible cash for work activities will be combined with rehabilitation activities 
to increase ownership and provide an injection of cash for the community. 
 
The action is planned in line with the revised Consolidated Appeal Process taking into account cluster 
recommendations and international humanitarian aid standards, most notably SPHERE and INEE.   
 

- Facilitating teachers, caregivers and administrative personnel´s return to school through 
community sensitization. 
 

- Depending on overall recommendations (if school year declared void or if a recovery strategy 
will be adopted by the cluster), organize recovery classes for an estimate of 2000 students in 
targeted schools.  
 

- Rehabilitate and re-equip 20 learning spaces in selected villages according to INEE standards 
 

- Re-establishing the functioning of parent-teacher associations in targeted 20 schools 
 

- Establish 20 functioning child friendly spaces for non-schooled children in targeted schools 
 

- Improve WASH structures and provide hygiene promotion according to SPHERE standards for 
teachers and children in 20 schools 
 

- Reinforcing the quality of teaching including psychosocial aspects through training programme 
targeting teachers, parent-teachers and caregivers 

 
- Establish a life skills education program in targeted 20 schools for adolescents, school aged 

children, non-schooled children and caregivers  
  
 

 To rehabilitate and re-establish access to basic health services and clean water in selected 
villages (LWF in partnership with UNICEF and ELCCAR) 

 
To establish, train and equip 1 mobile clinic run by a local partner that will engage in community health 
care especially for mother and child care in remote areas not covered by normal clinics. We expect to be 
able to especially reach IDPs in this manner 
 
To assist communities with rehabilitating or constructing 20 water sources at selected sites and train 20 
water committees in water point management and basic hygiene. We expect to be able to reach remote 
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damaged and/or contaminated water points; rehabilitate these and by so doing making an impact in the 
reduction of waterborne diseases 
 

 To increase community capacity in emergency preparedness ( LWF) 
 
To train and equip 1 emergency preparedness team that will visit communities in our selected area of 
operation and engage in community training in the following elements: 
 
How to make Ceramine (improved baby flour) from locally available crops 
How to make simple water filters from local materials (clay, gravel, sand, charcoal and chloride) 
How to promote basic hygiene around the house 
How to make mosquito repellent from local materials and introduce mosquito nets 
How to make ORS (oral rehydration salt) to fight diarrhoea 
Assess the need for NFI and distribute accordingly 
 

 To protect vulnerable communities and to support especially women and children, affected by 
traumatic experiences and violence (LWF in collaboration with UNHCR and UNICEF) 
 

Identify, protect and accompany specific protection cases in close collaboration with our mobile clinic, 
our emergency preparedness and our trauma team 
 
Establish 20 children friendly protection/shelter  spaces together with organised communities in 
selected areas; introduce playing materials and organise community volunteers to connect with our 
mobile trauma counselling and psycho-social team.  
 
Establish, train and equip 1 mobile trauma team preferably with a local NGO that will address trauma 
counselling and psychosocial needs. 
 

 To address food insecurity with vulnerable groups(LWF in partnership with UNICEF and WFP) 
 
Initiate at least 20 school canteen programs and 20 feeding programs for vulnerable persons like 
lactating women with children, those affected by HIV/AIDS, and persons with special needs. At this stage 
we do not recommend distribution of seeds and tools for the following reasons: FCA has already 
engaged in that activity; the people have not settled because of the security situation; and the 
agricultural season is already on its way. Longer term food security measures may be introduced under 
this activity at a later stage when the situation improves. 
 

 To promote income generating activities through micro-credit (LWF in partnership with UNDP 
and EU) 

 
Assist especially women and youth groups to engage in small scale commercial activities by issuing small 
loans. The lack of income due to displacement and loss of valuable tools, stocks and equipment has 
caused a serious problem in securing basic livelihoods. With this activity LWF intends to boost the local 
economy and provide income for those in need especially in remote communities. 
 

 To promote peace and security through inter-religious dialogue ( LWF) 
 
Assist Christian and Muslim leaders and local officials in inter religious peace and reconciliation 
initiatives and conflict mediation 
 
Outputs 

 20 learning spaces rehabilitated and re-equipped including water- and sanitation 
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 20 child friendly spaces in schools established and functioning 

 500 teachers, parent teachers and caregivers trained  

 1000 adolescents, school aged children, non-schooled children and caregivers trained in life 
skills, including hygiene promotion   

 1 mobile clinics providing basic health care to remote communities for especially women and 
children 

 20 communities have regained access to clean drinking water supply according to SPHERE 
standards 

 20 water management committees have been trained in water point management and 
sanitation 

 At least 20 community volunteer structures trained and equipped for emergency preparedness, 
resulting in more resilient communities in times of crises 

 A yet to be defined number of protection issues identified and accompanied 

 At least 20 child friendly protected spaces created together with local remote communities and 
equipped with sports and entertainment materials 

 1 mobile trauma team attending to protection caseload and traumatised women and children in 
remote settings 

 Improved immediate food security for women, children and special needs groups in areas where 
we operate 

 At least 20 women / youth groups engaged in viable small enterprise activities 

 5 inter religious peace and reconciliation initiatives supported 
 
The schools in question have generally a 70% male – 30% female child ratio. Therapeutic feeding centres 
will have majority female adults and mixed gender children attending. Presence of women in water 
management committees will receive special attention by LWF staff so that women have a say in 
securing these important basic services. 
 
Indicators to measure progress 

 20 learning spaces rehabilitated / transitional spaces constructed and re-equipped according to 
INEE standards  
 

 20 schools provided with adequate water- and sanitation facilities according to SPHERE 
standards 

 

 500 teachers, parent teachers and caregivers trained reflected in improvement of pass rate  
 

 1000 adolescents, school aged children and non-schooled children have 50 per cent improved 
knowledge in life skills including good hygiene practices and psychosocial well being 
 

 80 per cent of the 2000 students have passed their grade through organized recovery classes 
during holiday period  
 

 1 mobile clinic securing sustainable basic community health services to communities after 1 year 
of project activities. Mother and child care services have resumed in 1 area resulting in better 
mother and child survival rates after 1 year of project activities 

 

 20 water committees with men and women present are managing water points in a sustainable 
manner and securing basic hygienic practises resulting in reduced water-borne diseases after 1 
year of project activities 
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 20 community structures able to organise and assist communities with appropriate emergency 
assistance after 1 year of project activities when disaster or conflict strikes and communities flee 
to isolated safe areas  
 

 A yet to be identified number of protection issues identified, and accompanied  
 

 Children and other protection caseload enjoying 20 shelter / safe areas for psycho-social 
assistance / trauma care after 1 year of project activities 

 

 Levels of reported malnutrition at intervention sites dropping significantly after 1 year of project 
activities 
 

 At least 20 women/youth groups have successfully established a viable enterprise and have 
started paying back their micro-credit after 1 year of activities. 

 

 A gradual reduction in the level of religious tensions, rivalry and inter religious incidents noted 
after 1 year of project activities 

 
TARGET POPULATIONS:  
War affected resident and displaced communities with particular emphasis on the most vulnerable like 
Female headed HHs, children, elderly, and persons with special needs. 
 
Years of neglect and lack of access have lead to a serious lack of available basic data at community 
levels. The figures we have are basic estimations some already outdated. It is the team’s view however 
that in this case the humanitarian imperative comes first and that we will start assisting first and secure 
baseline data during the implementation time. Communities now do not need another assessment, but 
are in serious need of humanitarian assistance. 
 
The UN estimates that roughly the whole population of 4.6 million has been touched by the current 
crisis. The latest estimation is that there are currently 206 000 internally displaced people in CAR (OCHA 
May 2013). However the lack of access to some areas has hindered field evaluations and the real 
number is most likely higher. The conflict has affected food production, and the agricultural season is 
expected to yield poorly aggravating the situation. A food security crisis is looming with an estimated 1.3 
million Central Africans estimated to be exposed to food insecurity. Schools are not functioning in the 
country as a consequence of the crisis, causing a systematic closure of over 600 schools resulting in 230 
000 children being left without primary education.  
 
The location of our intended activities stretches over 2 areas. The first area is linking with refugee 
presence in Cameroon and the presence of our local partner ELCCAR. It concerns the axe Garoua Boulai -
Bouar-Bangui. The second area is linking with refugee presence in Chad and LWF intends to operate 
along the axe Kabo-Batangafo-Markounda-Paoua-Ndim in the North-West of the CAR. Following 
bilateral agreements with UNICEF , LWF expects to expand to the eastern areas of Ndele and Ouadda at 
a later stage. Under this appeal LWF will operate 2 field offices, one in Bouar and one in Paoua 
 
Due to inaccessibility it has not been possible to have an extensive consultation with local communities 
at this stage. However, LWF has met with Church representatives in the area and humanitarian 
organisations that have activities in the CAR.  It is hoped that local communities will be consulted in fine 
tuning the project and assist with a definite ACT appeal at a later stage. All LWF activities will be rights 
based and have a large community participation and mobilisation element. 
 
Because of total breakdown of law and order during inter community conflict, and continuing presence 
of armed units roaming the country side, it is expected that there will be huge protection issues, and a 
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general disrespect for the rights of women and children. We expect to meet with considerable gender 
based violence issues, and the recruitment of child soldiers. We expect to be able to support people 
who have had traumatic experiences especially children and women. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS:  
The local partners may find it very difficult to deal with an emergency operation of this scale. However 
LWF will make a commitment to implement activities around the axis Garoua Boulai-Bouar-Bangui, 
where the Church is present.  LWF will work in a joint partnership with the ELCCAR, through their 
founded development NGO named OSEEL.  

 
In the North LWF will operate in partnership with the human rights NGO Azoudanga.  A MOU will be 
signed with the 2 agencies at the opportune moment. In case the above arrangement will not work out, 
LWF will need to become operational itself as a second option and implement through training and 
accompanying grass-root community organisations. Local partnership agreements between 
communities and LWF will be agreed upon and signed. 
 
Due to lack of partners Finn Church Aid plans to ensure the overall responsibility of implementation of 
its activities. Working together and building the capacity of local organizations, including the Lutheran 
Church of CAR, will be actively promoted in geographical areas and sectors where feasible. The LWF is 
an important partner for FCA, and active collaboration and possible joint programming is envisaged.    
 
With ACT Alliance resources secured, ACT members will actively seek to collaborate and plan jointly to 
expand areas of intervention and through bilateral agreements with other donor agencies like UNICEF, 
OCHA, WFP, and ECHO.  
 
Working in an insecure environment: 
In order to be able to access the target population in the designated areas, strict security protocols are 
implemented that are in line with the UN overall security requirements.  
 
LWF and FCA offices and houses are mapped and evaluated for living up to UN security standards and 
are protected by a professional security agency. A security plan and SOP is already being developed for 
all staff to adhere to. Evacuation procedures will be in place through the UN system, and through French 
military contingency for EU citizens working in the country. 
 
In order to be able to access the rural areas LWF and FCA will negotiate as a neutral force with all parties 
involved and with clearance of those controlling the area. Community participation and working with 
grass root community structures will encourage a sense of ownership of the realisations envisaged and 
this will assist in securing LWF realisations against looting and destruction, since they belong in principle 
to the communities themselves.  
 
LWF selected senior staff has very good and neutral relations with all parties involved in the conflict and 
this will assist in our protection when in the field, as well as in Bangui. Otherwise transport to and from 
the field will be according to UN security guidelines and this means travel will be with minimum 2 cars at 
all times and all cars will be equipped with radios and handsets for communication. Head office and field 
offices will have radio base stations and Thuraya phones for back up. 
 
CoORDINATION:  
LWF and FCA are the only ACT members who have indicated that they envisage starting activities in the 
CAR to date.  LWF and FCA are already coordinating their efforts and have agreed that in principle FCA 
will be responsible for the education sector, in line with their intent to be sector specialists in that field 
within ACT Alliance. LWF will be available to assist FCA where possible and feasible with linking their 
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educational program with LWF planned activities. LWF and FCA will be visible with their organization 
name and as member of the ACT Alliance. This will be on all visibility materials used or distributed.  
 
LWF will coordinate with the local church in the CAR, ELCCAR and already have established a working 
relationship since arrival in the CAR. ELCCAR has played an important role in making the LWF 
assessment mission possible and this is expected to continue through collaboration with the church 
NGO OSEEL in one of the intervention zones.  FCA plans to continue collaborating with OSEEL in the west 
in early recovery activities outside this appeal. 
 
In addition LWF have coordinated with ELCA and ELM for the assessment mission currently in place and 
expects to continue this collaboration with these 2 Agencies and the local church. 
 
LWF hopes to join the cluster coordination after registration and after starting operations for relevance.  
 
LWF will coordinate with the government ministries of Ministry of Planning, so as to fitting into 
Government strategies and priorities and for transparency. 
 
COMMUNICATIONS:  
A communication expert will visit the program as soon as activities start to assesses the needs, the 
potential, and finally develop a communication strategy for the duration of this appeal. We have made 
room for a communication specialist in the budget. 
 
In the mean time, the LWF team together with FCA in the CAR will send regular sit-reps (as per the ACT 
format) on the situation to be shared with ACT Alliance members.  We will send photos, which LWF OCS 
or ACT Communications could publish on the websites, for fundraising. 
 
PRINCIPLES AND STANDARDS:  
LWF and FCA adhere to the Red Cross Code of Conduct, respects to work with the SPHERE minimum 
standards for Humanitarian assistance and can be held accountable to them. LWF is also HAP certified 
which ensures quality management in its humanitarian programs. There is need to train our local 
partners on the code of conduct and on the various aspects of the accountability framework. 
 
PLANNED IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD:  
The intended implementation period for this preliminary appeal starts 0n 01 July 2013 and ends on 30 
June 2014. 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES AND ADMINISTRATION OF FUNDS: 
Administration of funds will be in line with the usual agreements with ACT Alliance, respecting the ACT 
Alliance reporting formats and schedules. Funding will go to the respective HQ´s from where the funds 
will be managed and sent to an implementing partner managed account at field level in the CAR. For this 
purpose accounts are opened with ECOBANK in Bangui. 
 
LWF intends to bring in an experienced LWF Finance manager to work alongside the Team Leader to 
ensure financial accounting for this preliminary appeal, and/or any other funding accessed locally 
through the UN system. LWF intends to make use of the LWF Chad finance manager in the interim, to 
support in the finance administration until the program is able to hire. An experienced International 
program coordinator (team leader) is already in place to supervise and coordinate operations. 
 
FCA intends to bring in a team leader from FCA DRC office, finance and administration manager from 
headquarters in Finland and education in emergencies expert in the first phase to plan and coordinate 
the initial phase of the operation.  FCA team leader has already completed initial assessments and 
returned to Bangui.  
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION: 
Monitoring will be secured by the implementing member and ACT Alliance members’ program officers.  
Evaluations will be carried out according to ACT Alliance requirements and schedules. Local partners and 
ACT requesting members will sign partnership agreements committing to good standards during 
implementation. We will have field coordinators strategically placed in the region to accompany, 
monitor and / or correct the actual implementation of activities on a continuous basis with local 
partners that have agreements with international ACT members. We expect to be able to secure proper 
standards of implementation in this manner and expect to be able to gradually reduce direct 
accompaniment as capacity building progresses. 
 
Overall supervision and monitoring will be secured by an International program manager who is very 
familiar with the working environment. 
 
 
BUDGET – LUTHERAN WORLD FEDERATION  

  
   

  

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE 
      Type of No. of Unit Cost Budget 

  Unit Units US$ USD 

DIRECT COST ( BY SECTOR) 
   

  

WATSAN rehabilitation 
   

  

survey and identification trip 2 5,000       10,000  

water points including pumps wells 20 10,000      200,000  

water committee training sessions 40 200       8,000  

Health mobile clinic unit 
   

  

Team training sessions 2 1,000       2,000  

medical supplies packs 1 5,000       5,000  

Emergency preparedness unit 
   

  

Team training sessions 4 1,000       4,000  

Community training sessions (1 per week) sessions 48 comm part          -   

Shelter material sheets 10,000 unicef          -   

NFI material sets 10,000 unicef          -   

Mosquito nets treated units 10,000 unicef          -   

Jerry cans units 10,000 unicef          -   

Appropriate technology basic materials lumpsum 1 20,000       20,000  

Protection & psycho social support unit 
   

  

Team training lumpsum 2 5,000       10,000  

Community sessions sessions 
  

         -   

Child friendly protection space created spaces 20 10,000      200,000  

Equipment child friendly protection space lumpsum 1 
 

      20,000  

Individual sessions and accompaniment lumpsum 1 
 

      50,000  

Field coordination 
   

  

field coordination units rent 10 month 2 10,000       20,000  

security contract 20 1,000       20,000  

office consumables lumpsum 2 1,000       2,000  

telephone, internet, thuraya lumpsum 2 2,000       4,000  

office furniture lumpsum 2 1,000       2,000  
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Other Sector Related Direct Costs 
   

  

Personnel 
   

  

Medical officer mobile clinic month 10 church contr          -   

Assistant medical officer month 10 church contr          -   

Psycho-social specialist month 11 
 

      11,000  

Child animation specialist month 11 
 

      9,240  

Emergency preparedness specialist watsan month 11 
 

      9,240  

Emergency preparedness specialist health month 11 
 

      9,240  

Driver ambulance month 10 church contr          -   

Drivers units psycho soc & emerg prep x 2 month 20 
 

      7,000  

Field coordinators (2) month 20 
 

      20,000  

Admin / finance officers (2) month 20 
 

      20,000  

Drivers field coordinators (4) persons 40 
 

      14,000  

Office cleaners (2) persons  20 
 

      10,000  

    
  

consultants WATSAN, Psycho Soc, Health contracts 4 10,000       40,000  

    
  

Fuel and maintenance fleet 
   

  

Fuel total 9 vehicles cars 9 15,000      135,000  

Maintenance costs cars (new) cars 9 1,429       12,861  

TOTAL DIRECT SECTOR RELATED COSTS 
  

     874,581  

  
   

  

TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING 
  

  

Transport (of relief materials) 
   

  

Hire/ Rental of Vehicles nr days 60 400       24,000  

Fuel 
 

60 100       6,000  

Warehousing 
   

  

containers incl placement containers 1 
 

      1,000  

    
  

Handling 
   

  

Logistician month 11 
 

      7,000  

Salaries / wages for labourers lumpsum v 
 

      5,000  

TOTAL TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING 
  

      43,000  

    
  

CAPITAL ASSETS ( over US$500) 
   

  

Computers and accessories 5.00 1,000 
 

      5,000  

Printers lumpsum 1,000 
 

      1,000  

Office Furniture lumpsum 
  

      10,000  

Vehicles incl clearing and handling 8.00 35,000 
 

     280,000  

Ambulance incl clearing and handling 1.00 55,000 
 

      55,000  

Generators plus installation 3.00 10,000 
 

      54,000  

TOTAL CAPITAL ASSETS 
   

     405,000  

TOTAL DIRECT COST    
 

     1,322,581  
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INDIRECT COSTS: PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATION & SUPPORT 
 

  

Staff salaries (brut) 
   

  

Program coordinator month 12 
 

      60,000  

Finance administrator month 11 
 

      11,000  

Administration assistant month 11 
 

      9,000  

Driver (2) month 22 
 

      7,700  

Finance officer month 10 
 

      8,000  

Security assistant month 10 
 

      9,000  

Office cleaner month 11 
 

      3,500  

Finance supervision International contracts 4 
 

      40,000  

Int Consultants incl flights etc contracts 4 
 

      40,000  

Communications specialist contract 1 
 

      15,000  

Office expenses 
   

  

Office rent contract 12 2,000       24,000  

Office Utilities lumpsum 12 100       1,200  

Office stationery lumpsum 12 500       6,000  

Email / telephone lumpsum 12 600       6,000  

Radio (base) sets 3 1,700       5,100  

Handsets sets 5 388       1,940  

Vehicle radio set sets 6 
 

      2,100  

Security contract 12.00 1,000       12,000  

Insurance cars (12 months comprehensive) months 9 1,300       11,700  

    
  

TOTAL INDIRECT COST: PERSONNEL, ADMIN. & SUPPORT        273,240  

    
  

AUDIT, MONITORING & EVALUATION 
 

  

Audit of ACT appeal Estimate 
  

      10,000  

Monitoring & Evaluation Estimate 
  

      10,000  

TOTAL AUDIT, MONITORING & EVALUATION 
 

        20,000  

    
  

TOTAL EXPENDITURE exclusive International Coordination Fee 
 

   1,615,821  

    
  

INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION FEE (ICF) - 3% 
 

      48,475  

    
  

TOTAL EXPENDITURE inclusive Intern’l Coordination Fee      1,664,296  

    
  

BALANCE REQUESTED (minus available income)      1,664,296  
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BUDGET – FINN CHURCH AID  
 

     ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE 
    

 
Type of No. of Unit Cost Budget 

 
Unit Units US$ USD 

DIRECT COST (BY SECTOR) 
    

     Rehabilitation / reconstruction of learning spaces 
  Field survey Trip 2 3,000 6,000 

Rehabilitation of shools/construction of TLS Schools 20 20,000 400,000 

Re-equipment of schools Schools 20 2,000 40,000 

Standard school kits / teaching kits Kit 5,000 unicef 0 

School child friendly spaces established and 
equipped Space 20 4,000 80,000 

Manual labour / cash for work activities  lumpsum 1 10,000 10,000 

     WatSan in Schools 
    Survey and identification Trip 2 3,000 6,000 

Water points incl pumps Wells 20 1,000 20,000 

Latrines blocks of 3 Blocks 20 2,000 40,000 

Material support for water committees Lumpsum 1 6,000 6,000 

     Support unit for education, wash and 
psychosocial 

    Recovery classes during holiday period Classes 20 1,000 20,000 

Team training including ToT and standards Lumpsum 4 5,000 20,000 

Community mobilization sessions Sessions 80 200 16,000 

Parent teacher association re-activation Lumpsum 20        200  4,000 

Parent teacher association sessions Sessions 40        200  8,000 

School water and hygiene committee training Sessions 40 500 20,000 

Life skills training in schools Sessions 20 500 10,000 

Teacher and caregiver training  Sessions 40 500 8,000 

     Personnel 
    Programme manager / team leader including 

expenses (expatriate), 75% month 12 7,500 90,000 

Project coordinator incl expenses (expatriate) month 11 10,000 110,000 

Finance manager incl expenses (expat) 80 % month 11 8,000 88,000 

Finance & admin assistant (national), 50 % month 11 250 2,750 

Field coordinator - Recon/WASH (national) month 10 600 6,000 

Field assistant - Recon/WASH (national) month 10 400 4,000 

Field coordinator - support (national) month 10 600 6,000 

Field officers (x3) - support (national) month 10 1,200 12,000 

Drivers (x4) month 10 1,200 12,000 

Consultant (expatriate), education in 
emergencies month 1 5,000 5,000 

Consultant (expatriate), psychosocial support month 1 5,000 5,000 

National field staff travel, per diem & 
accommodation fee lump sum 1 8,000 8,000 

Logistics and security (national) month 12 600 7,200 
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Office cleaner month 12 300 3,600 

TOTAL DIRECT FIELD COST 
   

1,073,550 

     TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING 
  Fuel for vehicles Vehicle 4 15,000 60,000 

Maintenance of vehicles Vehicle 4 1,400 5,600 

Rental of transport vehicles  Days 15 400 6,000 

Warehousing lumpsum 1 2,000 2,000 

TOTAL TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING & HANDLING 
 

73,600 

     CAPITAL ASSETS ( over US$500) 
   Computers and accessories 5.00 1,000 

 
5,000 

Printers lumpsum 1,000 
 

1,000 

Office Furniture lumpsum 5,000 
 

5,000 

Vehicles incl clearing and handling 4.00 40,000 
 

160,000 

Generators plus installation 1.00 1,500 
 

1,500 

TOTAL CAPITAL ASSETS 
   

172,500 

     TOTAL DIRECT COST    
 

  1,319,650 

     INDIRECT COSTS: PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATION & SUPPORT 
  Staff salaries (brut) 

    Programme manager / team leader incl 
expenses (expat) 25% month 12 2,500 30,000 

Finance manager including expenses (expat) month 11 9,000 99,000 

Finance & admin assistant (national), 50 % month 10 250 2,500 

     Office expenses 
    Office rent contract 12 2,000 24,000 

Office stationery lumpsum 12 500 6,000 

Email / telephone lumpsum 12 600 6,000 

Office security, hardware and premises lumpsum 1 10,000 10,000 

Office security, guards months 12 1,000 12,000 

Registration and government permits lump sum 1 2,500 2,500 

TOTAL INDIRECT COST: PERSONNEL, ADMIN. & SUPPORT   192,000 

     AUDIT, MONITORING & EVALUATION 
  Audit of ACT appeal Estimate 

  
5,000 

Monitoring & Evaluation Estimate 
  

5,000 

     TOTAL AUDIT, MONITORING & EVALUATION   10,000 

     TOTAL EXPENDITURE exclusive International Coordination Fee 
 

1,521,650 

     INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION FEE (ICF) - 3% 
 

45,650 

     TOTAL EXPENDITURE inclusive Intern’l Coordination Fee   1,567,300 

     BALANCE REQUESTED (minus available income)   1,567,300 

    


